
Description 
and features

Application

Physical 
constant

Tools

Storage

Health & 
Safety

Decorative paint, Gold , high-quality, easy to use, designed to give  an attractive  velvety qurina  forms with over-

lapping colors , characterized by good stability colors  and gluing power, made from the finest acrylic in the world, 

used for the final interior layers  on concrete, cement and gypsum .

1 -  All surfaces should be flat, clean and completely dry to be painted.

2 - Apply one coat alzawaq insulator Almadina misurata

3 - Apply two or three coats with “Almadina Misurata Putty “ lengthwise and  sideways“, use sanding paper and 

then clean the dust.

4 - Apply preparation coat of  Al Madina Misurata “Latex Plus Matt“.

5 - Apply coat or two of the desired color of  Al Madina Misurata “Latex  Matt“. 

6 -  Apply coat of Al Madina Misurata “ Qurina “ diagonally or horizontally or randomly depends on desired 

form   using Qurina special brush . 

Color

Specific gravity                   

Viscosity

spreading rate

PH

Dilution   

Dry to touch 

Completely dry

Hardness   

Packing

)Gold(   By colors catalog

1.18  ± 0. 03  Kg/l

15 : 20  gm/cm3

10 : 12 m2/ kilo depends on the desired form, surface thickness of the layer and 

the kind of surface 

8 : 9

Ready for use without dilution

15 :20 minutes

 8  hours

 24 hours

1 kg  -  3 kg  

Product should be stored in the original package for 12 months from the production date , store it under normal 

conditions and keep it away from direct sunlight.

1 - Don’t keep food in the empty package.

2 - Keep it away from the reach of children.

3 - Avoid direct contact with eyes or skin , in case of contact with eyes you should  clean immediately with plenty 

of clean cold water and seek medical advice .

4 - This product is free of polluted materials to the environment.
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